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Introduction.
In this article it is shown that for certain locally convex Hausdorff spaces E over C with a finite dimensional Schauder decomposition (for example for Frechet spaces with a Schauder basis) the Levi problem has a solution, i.e. every pseudoconvex domain spread over E is a domain of existence.
The Levi problem for infinite dimensional spaces has previously been investigated for less general situations by several authors (cf. list of references). Their common method is the following: For a suitable sequence (rrj in a pseudoconvex domain Q c E with the property that the cluster points of (x^) are dense in the boundary ^Q. of Q, an analytic function /*: 0, -> C is constructed which is unbounded on sufficiently many subsequences of (^). Non-schlicht domains have been studied in a similar manner (cf. [10] ).
A different method is presented in this paper. We show that a pseudoconvex domain Q. spread over a metrizable, locally convex space E with an equicontinuous finite dimensional Schauder decomposition (cf. Section 2 for the definition) has a strong convexity property which is expressed in terms *) This article constitutes a part of the author's « Habilitationsschrift », cf. [311. of suitable subalgebras (namely « regular classes », cf. [26] ) of the algebra 0(0.) of all analytic functions on ti. A characterization given in [26] implies that Q is a domain of existence. Similar to [5] , where only schlicht domains are considered, the result extends to non-metrizable spaces E which satisfy certain countability conditions, for instance it extends to hereditary Lindelof spaces with an equicontinuous finite dimensional Schauder decomposition. In particular, a pseudoconvex domain spread over a Silva space (called « LS-Raum » in [6] ) with a finite dimensional Schauder decomposition is a domain of existence.
The method presented here also provides a tool to prove an approximation theorem of the Oka-Weil type for pseudoconvex domains, thereby generalizing and strengthening results of Noverraz [20] . Moreover, we prove that a pseudoconvex domain spread over a Frechet space (resp. a Silva space) with a finite dimensional Schauder decomposition is holomorphically convex.
The Levi problem remains unanswered for arbitrary separable, locally convex spaces since a Banach space with a finite dimensional Schauder decomposition has the bounded approximation property, and not every separable Banach space has the bounded approximation property (cf. [7] ). For the non-separable case counterexamples are known (cf. [13] ).
I want to thank R. Aron, V. Aurich, G.Katz, C. 0. Kiselman and Ph. Noverraz for many fruitful discussions and valuable suggestions.
Notations and Preliminaries.
Throughout this paper let E be a locally convex Hausdorff space over the field C of complex numbers. The set of nontrivial continuous seminorms on E will be denoted by cs(E). For a e cs(E), y e E and r > 0 the a-fcaH with radius r and center y is B^(y, r) == {x e E\(x.{x -y) < r}, and the line segment of length r in the direction of a e E is D^y; a, r) = {y + Xa]X eC, \\\ < r}.
A domain spread over E is a pair (Q, p) where Q is a connected Hausdorff space and p : Q -> E is a local homeo-
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morphism. If p is injective, the domain (t2, p) is called a schlicht domain. For short, we often write Q instead of (Q, p) for a domain spread over E although p is the essential part of the pair (t2, p) and many properties depend on the particular projection p : ^1 -> E.
For a fixed domain (Q, p) spread over E the distance functions d^ : £1 -> [0, oo], a e cs(E), and SQ: a x E-> ]0, oo ] are useful to describe local and global geometric properties of (0, p). They are defined as follows :
There exists a connected neighborhood U of x such that p\ U : U -^ B^{px, r) is a homeomorphism} u {0} for x e Q, and 8Q(rc, a) == sup {r > 0[ There is a connected D <= Q with x e D such that p|D : D -> Dp:(p^; a, r) is a homeomorphism} for (a;, a) e D x E. C?Q is continuous while SQ is in general only lower semicontinuous. For 0 < r ^ ^o(^) (resp. 0 < r ^ S^(x, a)) the oc-&aM B^rc, r) in Q (resp. the line segment DQ(^; a, r) in Q) is defined to be that component of p-^B^p^, r)) (resp. of R-^DF^P^; a, r))) which contains .r. For V <= t2 we put 
Permanence Properties.
In this section we first show that for a separable, metrizable, locally convex space E the property that every pseudoconvex domain spread over E is a domain of existence is inherited by complemented subspaces of E. Then a dual situation is investigated (following Dineen [3] , [4] who considers only schlicht domains) : Let 9 : E -> F be a linear, continuous, open surjection of locally convex Hausdorff spaces. Then the Levi problem for domains spread over E is studied under the assumption that it can be solved for domains spread over F.
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The first permanence property is proved with the aid of admissible coverings and regular classes (cf. [26] , [30] ). The definitions and some results which are needed also in Section 3 are briefly recalled :
where V is the interior of V, and 1° For U, V e SB there exists always W e 3S with U u V c= w.
2° For every
U e §S tA^re ea;^ a e cs(E), 5 > 0 ami V e 3S ^c/i ^ ^(U) > s and U? c: V.
For an admissible covering SS of Q. we define A^= {f^=(^W\ ||/1u < oo for all U £ SB}.
Then As^ is a regular class of analytic functions in the following sense: A collection A <= ^(t2), A ^ 0, of analytic functions on ^ is said to be a regular class if 3 0 Xf l eA and P^eA for all XeC./'eA.neN and a e E, where P^/*: t2 -> C is given by ^ i-^ P n f{x).a, xe ii.
4°
For each ^ e 0, there is a neighborhood U of x with liyilu < oo for all feA.
Note that according to a result of Josefson [14] it follows from condition 4° that ^P(^) is a regular class if and only if E is finite dimensional.
For an admissible covering 3S of £1 the regular class As^ is endowed with a natural topology, the topology of uniform convergence on all sets U e 3S. A^ is a Frechet algebra when 3S is countable. 1. 4 . PROPOSITION (cf. [26] , [30] ; see also [17] Recall that a vector subspace F of a locally convex Hausdorff space E is said to be complemented if there exists a linear, continuous projection 9 : E ->• E with <p(E) == F. E is then isomorphic to F X ^"^(O). Proof. -Let (Q, p) be a pseudoconvex domain spread over F. Then (Q X G, p X ide) is pseudoconvex over E = F X G, and thus an {/*}-domain of holomorphy for a suitable f e C?(0 x G). Since E is metrizable there is a countable, admissible covering S of 0. x G such that fe A<g. The corollary now follows from 1.5, 1.3 and 1. 4 .
The following generalization of 1.5 would be a useful result: Instead of a product E == F X G and the projection <p : E -> F consider a linear, continuous, open surjection 9 : E -> F. To a domain (Q, p) spread over F there corresponds the pull-back (^*, p*), a domain spread over E which is defined by n* = {(x, a) e Q x E\p{x) = 9(0)} and p*(x, a) == a, (x, a) e ti*.
Conjecture. -If D* is A^-convex (resp. A^-separated) for an admissible covering % of Q* then 0. is Agg-convex (resp. A^-separated) for a suitable admissible covering 9R of 0 °A confirmation of the above conjecture for separable Banach spaces E would answer the Levi problem positively for all separable Banach spaces, since for every such space F there exists a linear, continuous surjection 9 : Li -> F and since Li has a Schauder basis.
Instead of the above conjecture we can deduce certain continuation properties of ^* from corresponding properties of Q ( 2 ) which is done already by Dineen in [3] for schlicht domains (see also Nachbin [18] for more special situations, and Aurich [1] for the case of E == C^.
We first need a lemma : 
n -^o
Moreover, j is an isomorphism of domains whenever j^ is. Proof. -1° According to 1.7, SQ(^, a) = oo for all ^ e â nd all a e (P o cp)" 1^) , in particular for a e 9~1(0). Hence the relation ^ defined by x ^ y ^==^ There is a e cp'^O) with y e 'D^{x', a, oo), for x, y e Q, is an equivalence relation on Q. It is not difficult to see that ^ is an open equivalence relation and that the graph of ^ is closed in Q, X ^. Therefore, Q.^ = £11 ê ndowed with the quotient topology is a connected Hausdorff space, the natural projection <pQ: Q. -> Q.^ is a continuous, open surjection, and py : ^y -> F, 90(^)1-^ ^{px) for x e Q, is a local homeomorphism. Clearly 9 o p == n o 90. For a;, y e Q with .r ^ y and px = py the definition of yields x ^ y immediately, hence 9o(^) ^ y^y). The universal property of (RQ : H -> ^y follows directly from the corresponding property of 0,^ as a quotient in the category of topological spaces.
3° Suppose i2y is an A-domain of holomorphy for a collection A of analytic functions on Q^. Then 0, is an
It remains to show that (tiy, py) is pseudoconvex. From the construction of tiy it follows that (*) SQ(^ ^) = 8^(9Q(^), 9(^)) for a; e t2, a e E, since, in a suitable neighborhood U of DQ(^; a, SQ(^, a)),
Now ( * ) implies that f^ is pseudoconvex because Q. was supposed to be pseudoconvex. doconvex. According to 2° there is a canonical morphism /<p: iiy -> S^, and it is easy to see that /y is an s.a.c. of A. Therefore /<p is an isomorphism and so is / due to 2°, which means that £1 is an A o 9-domain of holomorphy.
4° SB === (pQ^U^ue^ has the required properties. The consequences of Proposition 1.8 can be formulated conveniently by the following notion: A collection 0 of continuous, linear surjections <p : E -> Ey, 9 e O, is called a basic system of E (and E is then said to be a surjective limit of the spaces E^, 9 G <I>, cf. [4] , [15] 
yseparated). Then every pseudoconvex domain spread over E is a domain of existence (resp. a domain of existence^ Ag^-convex^ Ks^-separated).
Proof. -Let (Q, p) be a pseudoconvex domain spread over E. For XQ e Q, there exists a e cs(E) witĥ o) > 0, and one can find 900 and (B e cs(Ey) so that a ^ p o 9, hence rf^0 9^) ^ d^Xy) > 0. The assertion now follows from Proposition 1.8.
Schauder decompositions.
Let E be again a locally convex Hausdorff space over C. for all n e N} = {x e E|a(.r) ^1} is a barrel, and thus a is continuous.
A locally convex space with an f.d. decomposition is obviously separable. However, not every separable, locally convex space has an f.d. decomposition, since a Banach space with an f.d. decomposition has the approximation property, and there are separable Banach spaces without the approximation property (cf. [7] ). General examples of locally convex spaces with an f.d. decomposition are the spaces with a Schauder basis (cf. [16] ). An example of a space with an equicontinuous Schauder decomposition which occurs in Complex The next proposition, due to Dineen [3] , allows to reduce our study of the Levi problem to spaces which have a continuous norm. The proof is essentially the same as for spaces E with a Schauder basis (cf. [3] ). The rest of this section will be devoted to proving 3.1. However, we first want to present the main consequences : Proof. -The implications 4° => 2° ==^ 3° ===^ 1° are obvious. To show 1° ==> 4° let f e ^(Q) and let SS be as in 3.1. Since E is metrizable there is a countable, admissible refinement 56 of 3S with f e Agg. Now 4° follows from 1.4.4° and the fact that the injection Agg -> <P(Q) is continuous for the bornological topology associated with the compact open topology on (P(ti) (cf. [26] , [30] ).
The following are examples of locally convex topologies on (P(Q) with the same bounded sets as the compact open topology: The topology T^ of uniform convergence on compact subsets of Q of analytic functions and their derivatives up to the order n, for n e N; the topologŷ oo == LJt-n; neN the Nachbin topology T^ (cf., for instance, [3] ); the e-topology, that is the finest locally convex topology on (P(Q) which agrees on the equicontinuous sets with the simple topology.
COROLLARY. -Let E be a locally convex Hausdorff space with an equicontinuous f.d. decomposition^ and suppose that E is hereditary Lindelof. The following properties of a domain Q spread over E are equivalent:
1° 0, is pseudoconvex.
2° There exists an admissible covering 38 of 0. such that Q, is A^-convex.
3° Q. is a domain of holomorphy.
Proof. -It is enough to observe that 0 is hereditary Lindelof, and to apply 3.1 and 1.3.
COROLLARY. -Every pseudoconvex domain spread over a Frechet space F with the bounded approximation property is a domain of existence.
Proof. -According to [23] a. Frechet space with the bounded approximation property is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of a Frechet space with an f.d. decomposition. Therefore the corollary follows from 1.5 and 3.2.
Note that 3.2 contains the results of [9] , [10] and [5] while 3.4 is a generalization of [19, 6.6] . The Levi problem is unsolved for the more general (cf. [7] ) separable spaces with the approximation property, and for separable Banach spaces. For nonseparable Banach spaces counterexamples are known (cf. Josefson [13] ).
Theorem 3.1 also yields a solution of the Levi problem for domains spread over a Silva space with an f.d. decomposition, thus generalizing [21] , [24] , [25] . A Silva space is the strong dual of a Frechet Schwartz space (or an « LS-Raum » in the terminology of [6] ), and hence barrelled and hereditary Lindelof. Therefore, a pseudoconvex domain Q spread over a Silva space with an f.d. decomposition is A^-convex and A^-separated. Similar to a reasoning in [21] , where the schlicht case is investigated, it can be shown that n is a domain of existence (details are in [31] ).
Moreover, following [5] Corollary 3.2 gives a positive answer to the Levi problem for other non-metrizable locally convex spaces with certain countability conditions.
The second permanence property of Section 1, in particular Proposition 1.9, can be applied to obtain a solution of the Levi problem for various other locally convex spaces : For instance for an arbitrary product of suitable spaces, in particular tor E == C^ (cf. [1]); for locally convex spaces with the weak topology; for the spaces E == ^(M) of continuous C-valued functions on a metrizable space M with the compact open topology; for the space E == <P(F), where F is a locally convex Hausdorff space over C and <P(F) is endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on all compact subsets of F with finite dimensional span.
The next corollary generalizes results in [2] , [10] , [II] , [27] , [30] . Proof. -In [30] it is shown that p o f: S -^ E has an analytic continuation to <^(2) since E is holomorphically complete. The corollary now follows as in [27] from 3.1 and the representation of (^(S) (resp. (^(Q)) as a subset of the spectrum of ^(S) (resp. ^)) (cf. [26] , [30] ).
Corollary 3.5 could also be regarded as a general « Kontinuitatssatz » : Proof of the theorem. -To prove 3.1 we can assume that E has a continuous norm. The general case then follows from 2.3 and 1.9.
For the remainder of this section let (D, p) be a pseudoconvex domain spread over the locally convex Hausdorfl* space E with an f.d. decomposition (TTJ, and let (o^) be an increasing sequence of continuous norms on E such that Q == t_) 0°S and such that (rrj is o^-monotone for veN every ^ G N (See 2.2). Furthermore, let Q^ denote the pseudoconvex manifold ^ = 0. n p-^Tr^E)) spread over the finite dimensional space E^ == 7i:JE).
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The main step of the proof of 3.1 will be applied also in the next section. Therefore we want to present it in a general form. In order to do this, let us assume This inequality is also true for all powers of f e A, and it follows that \f{y)\ < ll/'jjv^w, /'e A. Thus i/ e (V,).: in contradiction to the first part of the proof. Hence x ^ (U^A for every x e Q with <^(a;) < T\ which implieŝ (1 + H)a(py -p^) + W^(py -px))
Consequently, 8^{y, ^^{py) -py) ^ r and hence c < r ^ ^(y) for all yeB^x.s).
Since D is pseudoconvex, each function Note that X, c= X,^, T^(X,) c X, and T, o r^jX, = T, for all v G N.
To define (VJ we need another real-valued function. 4° -log 7}^_i is psh. Hence, as in 3°, for x G Ky -log "^v-i(^) ^ sup {-log ^-i(y)|y e V, n f2^}
-log(l+^).
It follows that FS <= X^_i.
Approximation.
In this section some results of Noverraz [20] on the approximation of analytic functions on a pseudoconvex domain are generalized and strengthened using the methods of Section 3.
First, we investigate whether a pseudoconvex domain 0. is holomorphically convex (i.e. K^)(Q) is precompact for all compact K c: £2). For schlicht domains satisfying the conditions of 3.1 this follows immediately from the fact that the convex hull of a compact subset of a locally convex Hausdorfl* space is precompact. However, for non-schlicht domains a separate consideration is necessary. The above question is closely related to the Levi problem. In fact, Oka showed in [22] that a pseudoconvex domain spread over Cî s holomorphically convex, to deduce then that it is a domain of existence. When (p^n) has a Cauchy subsequence we can assume px^ -> a for a suitable a e E. Assume that sup \f{x^)\ < oo for all f e (P(^). According to 3.1 there is a countable, admissible covering 3S so that Q. The proof given in [28] for separable Banach spaces can be transferred. For the next proposition we need the following notations : {Q) (resp. ^c(^)) denotes the set of plurisubharmonic (resp. continuous plurisubharmonic) functions on a domain a. For V c a and Q <= ^(ti), VQ is given by VQ == {x e £l\v{x) ^ sup v{y) for all ^ e Q}. with 7rop]X===poT and r| Q n p'^F) == idQ^p-^p). Let fe (9{Q. n p-^F)). Then for is analytic in a neighborhood of every compact subset of Q. n p^F), hence the assertion follows from 4.5.
It is an open question whether or not the above restriction map is onto. The restriction map A<g -> ^{0-n) ls onto when dim^ E^+i = dim^ E^ + 1 for all n e N.
Final remark. -Certain results of this section can be generalized with the aid of the methods given in Section 1.
